Photos of the Event:

Ways in which we strived to make the 2021 Quiz Night inclusive:
What I love about Harry Potter is that it brings together all people. The love for the Harry
Potter universe transcends age, culture, background, and other demographics. The Quiz
Night is such an example of a diverse Harry Potter Society event which was welcoming of
everyone and accommodated to the needs of all.
Here are some of the ways in which we tried to make this event inclusive:
Accessible: This event was kept on campus; however, students and non-students were all
welcome. The UWA Tav ground floor was used in order to have easier wheelchair access.
When buying tickets, people could also request help with any accessibility requirements.
The event was made so it was accessible in every way possible. The structure of the event
was to have a slideshow displayed on all screens in the Tav. We took care to not include any
questions which required audio (e.g. we didn’t have any questions which required listening
to audio clips etc.) This was to ensure that those attendees who are hearing impaired were
not disadvantaged in any way. Furthermore, as well as having text on screen, questions
were read out by our MCs to ensure comprehension.
Catering different foods: All dietary restrictions, as well as allergies, were catered towards
so that people could enjoy food (pizza and chips) at the quiz night.
Safety and comfort: As this event was during the transition after lockdown, we enforced
mask-wearing and mandatory check-in using the Safe WA app. There was also hand sanitiser
provided at the entrance and on each table. This was to ensure that those attendees who
were more vulnerable to COVID would feel safe to come to the event.

Script: Furthermore, all efforts were made by
our MC’s to use inclusive and comfortable
language while speaking during the night.

Accommodating all interests and creating an inclusive
environment: One of our goals for the Quiz Night this
year was to make it fun for all personality types! In
order to accommodate those who are more
introverted, we had table games they could focus on
for the event. E.g. “Draw your own magical creature,”
“make your own memes,” etc.
We also had mini games for the more theatrical
members, such as “Character Impersonations,” and
prizes for best dressed. Furthermore, we had a Kahoot
in order to allow individuals to shine if their team
perhaps didn’t do so well. All this was in order to
include all people who attended as well as possible, so
that it was an entertaining night for everyone who was
there! All individual games were completely optional
e.g. Tongue Twister, Character Impersonation etc. This
was to ensure that everyone felt comfortable and
wasn’t forced to participate in something.
In order to attract interest for those who are not as passionate about Harry Potter, we
included a bonus Marvel and Disney Round. We also were careful to have at least two or
three general knowledge question in each round (a round had ten questions) to cover a
variety of styles/interests and to try and make the event fun for everyone involved! J

